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This analysis: What value would Load Shift
have provided to the grid in 2017?
1. Based on a combined hourly dataset from 2017 [various sources]:

• Energy market prices (DAM and RTM)[CAISO]
• Generation (by source) and load, combined to find net load [CAISO]
• Estimated marginal emissions (based on RTM price, using Watttime analysis originally
completed for SGIP) [Watttime]
• Curtailment of wind and solar for local and system constraints. [CAISO]

2. Simulate simplified versions of LSWG concepts:

• Load modifying DR: Pay-for-load shape / MIDAS based on netload, emissions, and prices
• Market integrated DR: PDR dispatched at negative prices with optional “shed rebound”

3. Estimate grid impacts:
•
•
•
•

Emissions reduction (based on marginal emissions)
Curtailment avoided (based on system-scale curtailment avoided)
Reduced cost to serve shifted load (no price elasticity or spillover gains modeled)
Reduced peak net load (no statistical analysis – simply a reduction in observed peak)

Does load shifting reduce GHG emissions?
Two ways to think about it (both represented in this analysis)
1. Utilize available zero-carbon power: Hit the same RPS target at
lower cost by reducing curtailment, avoiding need for more
investment in new generation capacity.
2. Arbitrage Approach: Reduce emissions in operations by increasing
loads (“take”) in times with lower marginal emissions and
decreasing loads (“shed”) at high emissions times.

What would we expect?
• Reduced cost to serve load from arbitrage in prices and increased
load in low price periods.
• Reduced peak loads since ”take” tends to happen mid-day and
“shed” in peak times.
• Reduced curtailment from more demand during curtailment hours.
• Reduced emissions from more demand during zero or low emissions
times, and avoided demand at high emissions time.

Important to keep in mind:
• California ISO footprint is a special case with positive
correlation between prices, net load, and emissions. This
makes it “easy” to choose a target compared to places
with tradeoffs (i.e., lower cost / higher emissions coal on
the margin).
• As more renewables are added, the opportunity for
avoiding curtailment grows. 2017 is a conservative case
and the value of Shift grows.
• LBNL DR potential study estimate is $200-500M/year by 2025,
mostly from avoided curtailment. The results below are
consistent with reaching this level in the future.

• No elasticity in prices in this analysis
• Over-estimates arbitrage gains
• Does not account for spillover gains / losses to other
participants in the market from improved price stability

Local vs. System Curtailment
RESOLVE models the CAISO power system as a single node, with curtailment when export constraints are binding.
In practice there is additional curtailment from local constraints. Only system-level curtailment is included in this
analysis. The total in 2017 is shown below
TOTAL:
System: 210 GWh
Local: 140 GWh

”Load Modifying” DR
Modeled like Pay-for-load-shape, and
similar response expected from MIDAS,
Market informed SunRun,
Take some portion of the daily load, and
make it match the target. Update the
target in real time, daily, weekly, etc.
Approx. 1% of system load is shifted each
day in the modeled load impacts.

Sensitivity factors included in the model:
3 target types (Netload, Marginal CO2, Marginal prices Day-Ahead and Real-Time)
4 averaging periods to find target (daily (no avg.), 1 week, 1 month, 3 month)

Market Integrated DR
Modeled like a CAISO PDR 2.0 product, and similar
response expected from market integrated ”take
dispatch priority” approaches.
Increase load (“take”) in hours when the average
real-time price is negative, up to the limit of the
bid quantity or the curtailment in that hour.
Reduce load in other times of day (“shed”), not
necessarily linked with a market dispatch.
Since curtailment is infrequent in 2017, approx.
0.1-0.2% of system load is shifted overall.

Sensitivity factors included in the model:
3 bid quantities(500 MW, 1 GW, 2 GW)
3 shed “energy neutrality” fractions (0%, 50%, and 100% of take energy)

”Load Modifying” Shift DR
Key Outcomes:

Load modifying Shift has broadly similar outcomes
across a range of target types and frequency of
updating. This is expected based on correlation
between these in CA. Many options could work.

• Significant reductions in CO2 for all options, both operationally and through reduced curtailment. With 1%
of load shifted in 2017, approximately 50% of the operational curtailment may have been avoided.
• If the value of reduced CO2 emissions is $50/ton, the implied additional value from operational emissions
savings is $7.50 / MWh. This is similar in scale to the LCOE for new solar to replace curtailed energy.
• There are peak load reductions associated with day-to-day shifting.
• Energy market cost savings are modest, totaling $80-100 M annually in 2017.
• The top row (RTP) is included as a theoretical “best dispatch” in response to real-time prices

PDR LMR Type Shift
Key Outcomes:

Market Integrated Shift outcomes based on the PDR
model are focused on reduced curtailment. The
operational CO2 savings (and potential for peak
reductions) depend on the magnitude and timing of
shed that is associated with the PDR take.

• Reduced curtailment for the PDR, with diminishing returns to more load bid into the market given 2017 dyanamics.
About 50-70% of the curtailment in 2017 could have been avoided with 500 MW - 2 GW of dispatchable PDR.
• The operational CO2 reductions depend on also having some fraction of load shed in non-take periods, since it is
possible to have some non-zero marginal emissions in a period with negative pricing.
• The energy market cost savings are modest, only $5-20 M annually in 2017.
• The quantity of load shifted in PDR is 1/10th that of the LMDR options modeled. It is a more “targeted instrument” to
reduce curtailment.

No reduced peak
because there was
no curtailment on
peak day in 2017

How might these results change in future?
• Expected curtailment is non-linear with RPS.

• See figure to the right from 2015 UCS Report
• 2017 observed curtailment was 0.2%, consistent with
expectation for ~30% RPS. Expect 50x by 2030 when 50% is
reached.

• Evolving value opportunities at system, local, and
distribution-level from shifting and peak load
management --- capacity value across these levels
could drive need for investment in DR.

• Renewables reduce system peak, but not necessarily local.
• Local curtailment is significant (~50% of system curtailment
circa 2017).
• Electrification of heat / transport will put pressure on all
levels of the system and new opportunities for flexibility.
• More distributed solar leads to needs across the power
system, not just at transmission scale.
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Western PJM by Year: Example of emissions that are negatively correlated with price
(Plot from Watttime Analysis)
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Ex. 90% of Locational Marginal Prices for 2017 are below $50

